awareness, and lack of seamless access. The chapter concludes with a brief section on the future of e-books in academic libraries.
the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century.
It is a small, short book: 100 illustrations on 111 pages. The text consists of a five-page Introduction, a caption for each image (ranging from 20 to 100 words), and a one-page section on further reading. For all that, the writing is both tight and graceful, and the author manages to teach us a great deal with very few words. It would be a mistake to leave this work out of a collection of books about books, or even a collection of art and design.
Bookplates (or ex libris, Latin for "from the books of") derive from the medieval practice of including coats of arms (or sometimes portraits) at the front of prayer books to indicate ownership. Most bookplates were armorial in nature until the mid-eighteenth century, when other imagery (of books or landscapes) crept in. By the mid-nineteenth century, the pictorial bookplate was the fashion-using emblematic and symbolic images, as well as employing visual puns. One example of visual punning is the bookplate for John Cargill Brough (c. 1870), featuring a jay-bird flying above a stormy sea (that is, J.C. Brough = jay sea be rough). Oriental artistic elements became more common in bookplates in the wake of Commodore Perry's visit to Japan (1853-1854) ; not long after, the art of the Indian subcontinent followed suit, as the English empire spread.
Statement of ownership, management, and circulation
The earliest bookplates chosen by Hopkinson are from the beginning of the sixteenth century, including one by Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) , who engraved a portrait of his friend, the leading Nuremberg humanist Willibald Pirckheimer (1470-1530). Pirckheimer pasted copies of this portrait into the books of his extensive library. Most of the bookplates (95%), however, date from 1850-1940, and Hopkinson provides us with some excellent models of interpretation, along with the dimensions, date, and mode of production. As an example, I will reproduce an entry here that is so detailed that showing the actual image is unnecessary:
"ALTHEA GYLES . Bookplate for Lady Colin Campbell, c. 1895-9; Photogravure; 8.9 x 7.9cm. Lady Colin Campbell (Gertrude Elizabeth Blood; 1857-1911) was an author, art and music critic, journalist and socialite, and a famous beauty. In 1886 she had been the subject of a famous divorce case in which she had the worst of the suit, despite the character of her husband, Lord Colin Campbell, a notorious roué, syphilitic and bully. This print was executed by the firm Walker & Boutall after Gyles's design. Its imagery of fawns and nymphs dancing round an altar probably reflects Gyles's interest in the occult (she was a member of the magical order The Golden Dawn, along with her friend W.B. Yeats). The Greek inscription at the bottom, meaning 'not granted to another,' may allude to admission to the mysteries of a sect as well as to Campbell's books, which are divided into thematic categories by the inscriptions at the left: cheerfulness, the heart, strife, beauty and dreamed things."
As you can see, Hopkinson feels quite free to speculate, and although one does not doubt his authority, the language he uses is not authoritative.
Hopkinson's book is not so much a field guide as it is a primer. He gives the reader a framework within which to place the art of any bookplate, and a language with which to talk about it. After reading through Ex Libris, the neophyte will examine bookplates with a more nuanced appreciation of their artistry, and the more practiced eye will have a set of images to look at that which has hitherto been hidden away. 
